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1.1. Setup of quantum entanglement experiment. (Illustration by Jen Christensen)
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Having given me the tour, Galvez is ready to take some data. To 
verify that  everything is working properly, he fi rst simulates fl ipping 
ordinary coins by setting the waveplate to produce unentangled pho-
tons. The meter reads about twenty- fi ve coincidences per second. For 
comparison, you’d get one hundred coincidences per second if every 
single photon in every single pair made it through the fi lters. So, the co-
incidence rate is about a quarter of its maximum possi ble value. This is 
just what you’d expect from the laws of chance. If you take two coins 
and fl ip them, each will come up heads about half the time, so both 
will be heads about a quarter of the time.

Now Galvez adjusts the waveplate to generate entangled photons. 
The coincidence rate jumps to about fi fty per second. A change from 
twenty- fi ve to fi fty on a digital readout in a basement lab might not 
seem like much. But that’s physics for you. It takes effort to peer be-
neath the surface of the world around us, and the clues are subtle, but 
they are no less dramatic for that. All those years of waiting and pre-
paring for this moment have paid off, because when I see that fi fty, I 
realize what I am seeing, and I shiver. The photons are behaving like a 
pair of magic coins. Galvez fl ips thousands of such pairs, and both al-
ways land on the same side:  either both heads or both tails. That kind 
of thing  doesn’t happen by pure dumb luck.

Normal Coins Quantum Entangled Coins

Left Coin Right Coin Left Coin Right Coin

heads tails heads heads

tails tails tails tails

heads heads heads heads

tails tails tails tails

tails heads tails tails

tails heads tails tails

heads tails heads heads

heads heads heads heads

1.2. Sample results of coins experiment. If you fl ip a pair of ordinary coins, they’ll 
land on the same side half the time, on average. But if you fl ip a pair of suitably pre-
pared quantum entangled “coins,” they will always land on the same side.
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1.3. Cosmological horizon prob lem. We can see two ships on the ocean horizon even 
when they  can’t see each other (top). Similarly, we can see two galaxies on our cosmic 
horizon even when they  can’t see each other (bottom). If those galaxies have never been 
in contact, what could have made them look so similar? (Illustration by Jen Christensen)

In the late 1970s Rus sian and American physicists hit upon a way to 
solve the horizon prob lem without ditching  either locality or Einstein’s 
theory. The idea is that the two galaxies on opposite sides of our sky (or 
 really their precursors) actually used to be close together and  were 
dragged apart when the universe went through an early growth spurt. 
That way, some kind of pro cess would have been able to make them 
uniform. Like twins separated at birth and brought up not even know-
ing of each other’s existence, the galaxies  were once nestled together, but 
developed in de pen dently and only now are becoming re united again.

For this explanation to work, the growth spurt must have pulled 
the galaxies apart faster than light, so that they would lose contact with 
each other  until the pre sent day. Normally, the words “faster than light” 
are physicists’ equivalent of scraping your fi ngernails on a blackboard. 
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into the open. General opinion swung in its  favor by the 1820s— just as 
Ørsted was revolutionizing the study of electricity and magnetism.

•

These two challenges to Newtonian theory met in the person of 
 Michael Faraday. Faraday is one of the most fascinating fi gures in the 
history of science, an example of how inquiry benefi ts from diversity. 
Born into a poor London  family, Faraday barely went to school. He 
became a bookbinder’s apprentice and got interested in science while 
reading a volume of the Encyclopedia Britannica that a customer 
had left in the shop. He borrowed a shilling from his brother to attend 
a science lecture and built his own battery on the mantelpiece at the 

2.1. Two- slit experiment. If you open a slit in a dark curtain, light waves will illumi-
nate a spot on a screen. If you open two slits, the waves will overlap and create a 
striped pattern, called “interference fringes.” (Illustration by Jen Christensen)
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2.2. Magnetic fi eld. The magnetic fi eld fi lls the space in and around 
a bar magnet. It exerts a force of a certain strength and direction 
on magnetic objects such as iron fi lings. (Illustration by the author)
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side. At long wavelengths, the particles  can’t be in de pen dent; some ex-
ternal infl uence must be causing them to wiggle in unison.

As a third possibility, Einstein conjectured that light has two sepa-
rate components, one a particle and one a wave, each of which behaves 
locally. Particles carry the radiative energy, while a ghostly “guiding 
fi eld,” with no energy of its own, sweeps those particles along like an 
ocean wave carry ing a surfer. Bohr toyed with a version of this idea, 

3.1. Einstein’s  bubble paradox. Einstein devised this paradox in 1909 to argue that 
atoms emit light as discrete particles rather than continuous waves. A continuous 
wave would expand outward from an atom in a growing sphere like an infl ating soap 
 bubble. When the wave hit another atom, it would pop— the energy spread around 
the circumference would be focused in that one place. That would be a nonlocal pro-
cess, which Einstein and his contemporaries thought implausible. It makes more 
sense to say that the fi rst atom emits a particle in the direction of the second atom. 
 Later Einstein extended the paradox from light waves to quantum wavefunctions. 
(Illustration by Jen Christensen)
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 matter which case is the odd man out, but for the sake of argument, 
suppose it happens when you use your left and your friend his right. 
The pattern depends on what both of you are  doing, so the situation is 
inextricably nonlocal. Not even the trickiest trick coin could fi x the 
outcome in advance.

The best that cheaters could do is to prearrange the coins to land 
on the same side every time. For instance, you and your friend could 
fl ip identical double- sided coins, as before; that way, your outcomes 
will always be the same, which satisfi es Bell’s challenge 75  percent of 
the time. You fail to meet the challenge— and expose yourselves as 
charlatans—in those cases when your coins are supposed to land on 
opposite sides. My colleagues and I once created a video to dramatize 
how the test might work in practice.*

Bell’s scheme isn’t arbitrary; it corresponds to specifi c polarizer 
 settings in the experimental apparatus. Quantum coins meet the chal-
lenge about 85  percent of the time. The additional 10 percent is the ben-
efi t of nonlocality. (The fact that the magic is imperfect—85 percent 

4.1. Test to distinguish true nonlocality from fakery. You and a friend fl ip coins with 
either your left or right hands, chosen at random. If the outcome has been fi xed in 
advance— for instance, using cheat coins— the choice of hand won’t matter. But if the 
coins are acting nonlocally, the choice can have an effect. In this example, the results 
in boldface mark deviations that indicate nonlocality is operating.

YOU YOUR FRIEND

Choice of 

Hand

Result of 

Coin Toss

Choice of 

Hand

Result of 

Coin Toss

(for cheat coins)

Result of 

Coin Toss

(for nonlocal coins)

left heads left heads heads

left tails right tails heads

left tails left tails tails

right heads right heads heads

right tails right tails tails

left tails right tails heads

right heads left heads heads

right heads left heads heads

* The video is posted on the book’s website, spookyactionbook.com.
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5.1. Boundary versus bulk. The universe may have a boundary, and if it does, physical 
pro cesses occurring on the boundary can reproduce  everything that is happening 
within the full volume of space. (Illustration by Jen Christensen)

go with no ill effect— then space  can’t be as fundamental as  people 
used to think.

These peculiar implications are all the more astonishing when you 
consider their  humble origins. Physicists took the  simple observation 
that birds can safely perch on wires, extended it to gravity, and followed 
the logic where it led them. Gauge invariance, both in electromagnetism 
and gravitation, indicates a redundancy in our description of nature: 
multiple values of the electric potential are equivalent ways to describe 
a given situation; multiple values of the gravitational fi eld correspond 
to the same relative arrangement of objects. Now we fi nd that an entire 
dimension of space can be redundant. When space has a boundary, the 
entire universe can be collapsed onto that boundary, as though the full 
volume  were superfl uous. Space is unraveling before our eyes.
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redundant. The distances obey very specifi c rules that mathematicians 
call “distance axioms.” To begin with, the twenty numbers  running 
along the diagonal are zero— the distance from each city to itself. Of 
the remaining numbers, half are repeats, since distances are symmet-
rical: a car driving from Dallas to Salt Lake City covers basically the 
same ground as a car  going the other way. Indeed, most map compa-
nies leave off this redundant information and show only the remaining 
triangle of numbers.

Even the 190 quantities in that triangle are not fully in de pen dent 
of one another, because you can boil them down to 60 values repre-
senting each city’s coordinates— latitude, longitude, and altitude—as 

6.1. Intercity mileage and travel time chart. (© AAA, used by permission)
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6.2. U.S. intercity mileage map from 1939. (© AAA, used by permission)
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fellow Radiohead groupies, and so on. If these  people go to the same 
party, they might congregate in  different corners of the room, and the 
fi gurative distance between them translates into literal distance.

When I fi rst generated a Facebook graph, I noticed a stray link 
between my physics colleagues and my  music friends, revealing that a 
theorist I’d worked with shared my passion for Cuban dance  music. 
Finding unexpected connections is half the fun of these graphs, but 
does expose the limitations of the spatial meta phor. There’s no consistent 
way to assign that theorist a location on my graph. Like Salt Lake City 
in the above example, he occupies two  different places, corresponding 
to two social circles. And the failure deepens when you consider 
 everything these graphs leave off. Two Facebook “friends” may have 
never met or spoken, yet the diagram links them as if they  were BFFs. 
One person might have an unrequited crush on the other, and still a 
line connects them. To capture these other dimensions of  human rela-
tionships, you can festoon  family trees with symbols: thick line for a 

6.3. Facebook friends network. (Wolfram Alpha LLC, 2014, used by permission)
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separate chunks; it’s an indivisible  whole. “This thing has no notion of 
locality  .  .  .  ,” Markopoulou has explained. “If you just put out your 
hand, you reach everybody in the  whole universe.”

To see why the high- energy network is not spatial, try assigning 
locations to the grains. Every grain has to be equidistant (a single hop) 
from every other. For the fi rst three grains, that’s no prob lem: arrange 
them in an equilateral triangle. Four can be stacked in a pyramid. But 
where does a fi fth go? There’s nowhere equidistant to the fi rst four 
points, at least not within ordinary, three- dimensional space. You need 
a four- dimensional pyramid. In fact, each additional grain requires a 
 whole new dimension of space. Before long, you enter an ultra- higher- 
dimensional realm beyond our capacity to visualize. And most of that 
vast venue is wasted: the network is only one hop wide in any direction 
and does a good impression of a balled-up spider’s web. So although 
you might still talk of the network as existing within space, it’s not the 
kind of space we want: three dimensions that extend as far as we can 
see in every direction and provide an eco nom ical description of the 
relations among  objects.

Lower- energy patterns are a  different story. They’re just what we 
want. Each grain connects to just a few  others, forming a regular grid 
like a honeycomb or woven fabric. The notion of distance regains 
meaning: some grains are close together, the rest far apart. The net-
work is nice and roomy. The princi ple of locality holds: for an infl uence 

6.4. Quantum graphity model of space. In a high- energy network (left), every point is 
connected to every other point. In a low- energy network (right), every point is con-
nected only to a few  others, which become its nearest neighbors in the structure of 
space. (Courtesy of Fotini Markopoulou)
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6.5. Connectivity of space. As two parts of the universe become increasingly entan-
gled with each other, they draw closer together. (Courtesy of Mark Van Raamsdonk)

Glitches in the Matrix

To recap,  we’ve seen several ways that space might emerge from space-
lessness, all variants on the idea that a knotted network of primitive 
building blocks could straighten itself out into a tidy crystalline lattice. 
Now let’s apply these tentative ideas to the nonlocal phenomena that I 
introduced in chapter 1, including the correlations between entangled 
particles, the grand- scale uniformity of the cosmos, and the fate of 
 matter that falls into black holes. These phenomena may be glitches in 
the matrix: irregularities that betray the deep nature of reality.

The emergent spatial lattice isn’t perfect— nothing in nature ever 
is. It has slight defects, like sewing mistakes that leave straggly threads 
 running from your shirt collar to the cuff. Adjacency within the net-
work need not imply adjacency within space; one small step in the 
network could be one  giant leap in space. Markopoulou and Smolin 
call this phenomenon “disordered locality,” while the string theorist 
Brian Swingle of Stanford University uses the term “long links.” These 
links are essentially tiny wormholes, like the spacetime tunnels that 
general relativity theory permits. Science- fi ction shows such as the 
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the black hole disperses, as Stephen Hawking predicted it should. 
“Getting trapped by the strong gravitational fi eld for a long time before 
re- emerging as Hawking radiation,” Martinec says, “is largely related 
to the particle getting lost in this huge space of states.”

Not only can the emergence of space account for nonlocal phe-
nomena that physicists have observed or inferred, it predicts phenom-
ena they’ve yet to see. One goes by the rather existentialist name of 
“ bubble of nothing.” Like a black hole, a  bubble of nothing is a phase 
transition, but closer in spirit to boiling than to melting. A pot of  water 
on your stove boils when bubbles of vapor nucleate, expand, and begin 
to interconnect,  until the liquid is all gone. Likewise, a  little pocket of 
spacelessness might nucleate and begin to grow. “At some point in 
time, quantum- mechanically a hole develops in spacetime,” Rozali 
says. “The boundary of that hole propagates out at the speed of light. 

6.6. Quantum graphity model of a black hole. The black hole is a cosmic maze— 
anything that falls in can emerge only with diffi culty. (Courtesy of Alioscia Hamma)
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world than we think about in particle physics.” What they actually are 
is another question. The histories of the  future will probably straighten 
out all the kinks in the story and just pre sent what ever the answer hap-
pens to be. Those of us who are living through this era know how much 
more interest ing the search has  really been.

Like Teenagers

So now  we’ve seen two contemporary disputes over nonlocality. The 
twistor- string wrangle has unwound, while the entanglement debate 
I discussed in chapter 4 still rages (though, as I argued there, be-
coming moot, because all the positions suggest our notions of space 
have to give way). In neither case has the disagreement been re-
solved by the outright victory of one side over the other. Such clarity 
is rare in science.

If science is like a tree, most nonscientists focus on the trunk— the 
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7.1. A portion of the amplituhedron that corresponds 
to the interaction of seven particles. (Courtesy of Jaroslav 

Trnka)
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